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Helene Appel's exhibition 'Letters' on view at the Drawing Room, Hamburg 

Installation View. Helge Mundt, Hamburg/ Courtesy: The artists and Drawing Room, Hamburg. 

HAMBURG.- Things lying on the floor. Or on the table, perhaps. Objects or loose substances resting horizontally on the 

surface, entirely at the mercy of gravity. Or so it seems. But here, the thing is a picture. The flat ground is tilted by 90', 

together with the subject, and hangs on the wall as a painting. This gesture, simple as well as literally ground-breaking, 

enables Helene Appel to bring the (illusionary) space of representation into her painting, into the classic panel painting -

while at the same time revealing the illusion. In her veristic depiction of mostly everyday objects, the artist, who studied 

with Olav Christopher Janssen at the HfbK Hamburg, has been pursuing a form of painterly realism for almost two 

decades now, simulating her subjects both blatantly and effectively. Withdrawing all perspective -the images are frontal, 

the horizon is erased from the painting -Appel gives the painted object a three-dimensional, strikingly tangible presence. 

She keeps the imaginary pictorial space emphatically flat, defining it basically by the scale of the respective object: the 

delicate line of a leafless cherry twig in Twig (2019), for example, which also recalls Lucio Fontana's anti-illusionist cutting 

into the canvas despite its fine-cast shadow; a series of loosely thrown noodles in Spaghetti (2018), which demonstrate a 

range of Mikado-like (dis)order with precision; the pale blue Fishing Net (2016), which stretches across the full large

format work in irregular lozenges, covering the whole of the painting but visually receding almost completely, due to its 

spindly delicacy, and so culminating in a rhythmic flicker: Appel's painting consolidates the illusionistic pictorial space and 

does so even more when it allows its depth to tend towards zero. This leads to surprising combinations -in one way or 

another, her motifs cover the real canvas with pure illusion. 

In her painting, Helene Appel captures the object as an image. In a strange way, this is virtually the opposite of 

conventional realism. After all, she conceives the painting from the subject, thinking about how a specific object will 

structure a painting in its own way, and what paradoxes this will smuggle into the manifestation in each case. As a 

viewer, it is all too easy, under the impression of a successful illusion, to forget that this presupposes a complex process 

of translation from thing to image. 

Appel is not concerned with design or any stylistic adaptation of the objects she depicts. Yet it is precisely the greatest 

possible fidelity to reality that makes each of the so very different subjects a challenge, a sounding out of what a thing 




